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        NY Has Plans

         Must NJ Expand Casino Gambling


         

        Officials in

         New York have actually been quietly going over ways to "send out a shot

         across the Hudson River" in advance of New Jersey's fall referendum in

         which voters will figure out if 2 casinos can be found in the northern part of

         the state not far from Manhattan.
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        Driving the

         talks is a growing concern that New Jersey might legislate the gambling

         establishments at a time when New York remains in middle of its own Online
casino growth program. The plans, according to individuals involved in the talks, run the  range, but all think about that New York could end a self-imposed,

         seven-year restriction on brand-new casino advancement in New York City or its

         suburban areas.


         

        The

         seven-year constraint was part of a 2013 law intended to give four upstate

         casinos, three of which have actually been certified, are under building and

         construction, and are due to open next year-time to run before they face

         in-state competition from new centers in the state's population.


         

        Authorities in New York said they can't sit by and let New Jersey 
		legislate brand-new casinos so near the border without acting. Under one 
		situation described by well-placed sources, all whom spoke on condition 
		of anonymity, New York is thinking about a plan in which the state's 3 
		staying casino licenses  would be

         put out for bid for downstate locations if New Jersey voters approve the 

		 casino growth.


         

        It wouldn't

         come without a cost to New York: The state has gathered $151 million in permit

         costs from the three gambling establishments under construction. One is in the

         Catskill Mountains; another in Schenectady near Albany and Saratoga Springs;

         and the 3rd is between Rochester and Syracuse.


         

        A 4th permit

         for Tioga Downs, a harness racetrack with  video lottery game terminals situated

         west of Binghamton in the state's Southern Tier region, is pending. Owner Jeff

         Gural likewise operates Meadowlands, one of the possible sites for a New Jersey

         casino if the referendum passes.


         

        Another plan

         that has actually been talked about is to let New Jersey know in methods not

         yet chosen that New York might think about giving the VLT casinos at Aqueduct

         Racetrack and Yonkers Raceway full-blown  licenses if the Garden State's

         mandate passes. A full license would allow those tracks to install 
		 table video games.


         

        It would

         also make them eligible to offer  sports wagering if the federal government one

         day legalizes that kind of gambling.


         

        The hazards

         under consideration versus New Jersey focused on voters however primarily

         investors who may finance northern New Jersey gambling establishments don't

         come without risk to the New York casino program. If the seven-year casino ban

         in the New York City is reduced in years, it is uncertain how, for example, that

         might influence a big casino site under building and construction in the southern

         Catskills near Monticello, located simply 90 minutes from Manhattan.


         

        The seven-year clock began ticking in March when the three casino 
		licenses became reliable.




         

        The concepts

         are being thought about by officials with Gov. Andrew Cuomo's office and the

         state legislature. One official openly acknowledged ideas are being gone over.


         

        Uncertain,

         according to Assemblyman Gary Pretlow, is whether any action may happen on the

         matter the week of June 13 when the 2016 New York legal session ends or wait up

         until after New Jersey voters choose the concern.


         

        "I'm

         not interested in creating a border war with New Jersey, but New York has a

         beneficial interest in  gaming and we're not going to enable one of our

         neighbors to remove from that," said Pretlow, a Democrat who chairs the

         Assembly Racing and Wagering Committee.


         

        Pretlow

         confirmed that two ideas ending the seven-year restriction on downstate New

         York casino advancement and consideration of Aqueduct and Yonkers for two of

         the licenses have actually been under discussion at the New York Capitol.


         

        "We

         now discover it essential that we are a leader in gaming," Pretlow said.


         

        It stays

         uncertain if any action taken by New York before the fall referendum by its

         neighbor may backfire with voters in New Jersey, which has actually enjoyed a

         long, cross-border competition on any number of matters.


         

        "We're

         not telling them exactly what to do," Pretlow said. "We're informing

         them if they do exactly what they wish to do then we're going to do what we

         wish to do."




    


    







    

    

        Online

         Gambling Sites in New Jersey might quickly need to market their land based

         casino partnerships in Atlantic City
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        New Jersey has made it obligatory for online gambling service 

		providers to partner with land based casinos in order to obtain a free chips bingo bash gaming 

		license in the garden state. State Assemblyman Ralph Caputo who is the 

		primary sponsor of a brand-new gaming expense, has actually consisted of 

		a provision where online gambling carriers should clearly market the 

		branding of their land based casino partnership on all marketing 

		products as well as their.


         

        The expense

         was evaluated by the Assembly Tourism, Gaming and the Arts Committee recently

         and went through rapidly after receiving a 6-0 vote. Caputo has actually been

         an intense opponent of the  gambling market and campaigned hard for New

         Jersey not to permit online gambling when played from this website. The Assemblyman likewise pursued

         PokerStars as he did not want the brand name to be given an online gambling

         license based on its previous history but in the end the New Jersey Division of

         Gaming Enforcement (DGE) authorized PokerStars license and the brand is now the

         leading company in the state which was established in partnership with  websites.


         

        Atlantic

         City's land based casino industry has actually decreased significantly during

         the last decade and Caputo believes that a mix of legislating the play roulette online for money

         gambling market and competitors from neighboring states have triggered a

         constant decline in Atlantic City casino incomes.


         

        In a statement, Caputo said People are not going to Atlantic City 

		because they’re banking on the Internet. So they’ve lost more 

		customers, more space tenancies. I think [online gambling] was actually 

		disadvantageous. It was meant to help Atlantic City, and I don t believe it did. Because whatever they gained they lost on the

         other end.


         

        The collapse

         of Atlantic City’s casino market has also brought the city to the brink of

         bankruptcy. New Jersey just recently approved a bailout package for the city to

         obtain its finances in order. Caputo believes that his brand-new costs will

         assist to promote and increase Atlantic City's casino where you can enjoy playing.

         He is also pressing for a new referendum that goes to vote in November that

         will allow 2 gambling establishments to be built in North Jersey. Ought to the

         referendum be approved, the 2 new gambling establishments would give Atlantic

         City $200 million for a restricted duration. Fitch Ratings recently released a

         report mentioning that the relocation could prove to be counter-productive as

         the 2 new gambling establishments in North Jersey could wind up harming

         Atlantic City's casinos.


         

        Caputo has

         likewise indirectly preferred  online gambling sites in New Jersey by

         introducing the mandatory marketing of land based gambling establishments as

        gamblers in New Jersey will have the ability to quickly distinguish

         between licensed and un-licensed operators in the state due to the extra push

         for noticeable branding.




    


    







    

    

        Questions

         over casino


         

        Questions

         have been raised about the treatment for casino licensing after the federal

         government granted a three-month extension to quotes following a demand from 2

         of the 3  companies in the 2nd round.


         

        Bidder Melco

         International Development-Hard Rock International-Cyprus Phasouri (Zakaki)

         Limited has notified the government in writing of its dispute with the

         extension and has insisted that the original timeframes should be followed.


         

        The initial

         terms stated that final proposals must be submitted by July 5. However, after

         composed memos submitted by 3 of the bidders, Naga, Bloomberry and

	 betrally, the federal government picked a three-month extension.


         

        The two

         business said that they needed more time to reach an agreement concerning the

         land acquisition and time to conquer state administration.
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        However,

         the  company circles have actually kept in mind that the demand for more time comes

         at a time when the real estate market is flush with available land and wonder

         why the federal government opted to extend for three months rather than simply

         one.


         

        There is

         definitely a problem of reliability over the treatment and questions relating

         to the length of the extension, a person familiar to the matter informed The

         Cyprus Weekly.


         

        A federal government source told The Cyprus Weekly that the needs of 
		the two business were gone over in a conference with government 
		officials which the extension was unanimously agreed both by the Legal 
		and the Audit Services.


         

        The state

         had to offer the extension otherwise the casino licensing would have been

         entrusted simply one bidder, the source stated.


         

        The 3

         bidders will need to submit their last proposal by October, while the federal

         government intends to reveal its decision before completion of the year, in

         line with the original strategy.


         

        Another

         concern raising concerns is reports that the government got rid of the

         sightseeing stipulation in the request for proposition document.


         

        This provision mentioned that the selection committee would have to 
		check out  gambling establishments run by the bidders as part of the 
		choice procedure.


         

        According to

         some well-know portal specialized in news and no deposit slots machines, a sight-seeing procedure would have given the big Melco-Hard Rock

         consortium, with venues in 68 nations, consisting of 162 cafes, 23 hotels and

         11 casinos, the clear advantage.


         

        A government

         source categorically rejected that there was a sightseeing clause in the

         request for proposal file.


         

        The

         stipulation was optional and we chose that it would have been safer for the

         treatment not making use of it in order to prevent any dispute of interest. We

         already know bidders experience and going there would have not included

         anything new, the source informed The Cyprus Weekly.


         

        This is not

         the first time that the casino licensing treatment has been challenged.


         

        In March

         2016, the Goldenlady Consortium gotten in touch with Auditor-General

         OdysseasMichaelides to step in, revealing discontentment over its exemption

         from the second round.
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